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1 IntroductionContinuation-passing style has been used as anintermediate language in a number of compilersfor functional languages [1, 8, 12]. Static singleassignment form has been used in optimizationstargeted towards imperative languages, for exam-ple eliminating induction variables [13] and par-tial redundancies [2]. In this paper we de�ne syn-tactic transformations for converting continuationpassing style (CPS) programs into static single as-signment form (SSA) and vice versa.The similarities between CPS and SSA havebeen noted by others [1, 9]. In CPS there isexactly one binding form for every variable andvariable uses are lexically scoped. In SSA there isexactly one assignment statement for every vari-able, and that statement dominates all uses of thevariable. This is also the main di�erence betweenthe two: the restriction on variable references inCPS is lexical, while in SSA it is dynamic.The two forms have generally been used in verydi�erent contexts. CPS has been used in com-pilers for functional languages, and SSA for im-perative ones. As a result, the problem of owanalysis has come to be viewed as more di�cultin CPS. This is really an artifact of the programs1



being compiled and not a problem with the CPSintermediate language. Functional programs ex-press control ow through the use of procedures,resulting in large collections of small procedures,as opposed to small collections of large proceduresin imperative languages (by `large' procedure wemean one large enough to contain a loop). Thewriters of compilers for imperative languages havebeen quite successful with using SSA to expressthe results of intraprocedural ow-analysis andthen analyzing the SSA program. CPS uses pro-cedures to express practically everything, so any-thing but the most local optimization appears torequire interprocedural analysis, which is hard inany language.In this paper we are not going to concern our-selves with interprocedural ow analysis. Whatwe will do is restrict our notion of what consti-tutes a procedure in CPS. The � forms in CPSprograms will be annotated to indicate which rep-resent full procedures and which are continua-tions. This reduces the number of full proceduresand greatly simpli�es analyzing the program.Throughout the paper we will assume that anyuse of lexical scoping in the source program hasbeen implemented by the introducing explicit en-vironments, as described in [1, 7]. We furtherassume that in the CPS programs continuationsare created and used in a last-in/�rst-out man-ner (see section 6 for a discussion). The lat-ter restriction only a�ects the way in which non-local returns, such as longjumps in C or call-with-current-continuation in Scheme, are expressed inCPS.The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 con-tains the de�nition of an SSA language. Section 3de�nes a source language, an annotated CPS lan-guage, and an algorithm for converting sourceprograms into CPS programs. The following twosections de�ne functions that convert CPS proce-dures into SSA procedures and vice versa. Theremainder of the paper is a discussion of practicaldi�erences between SSA and CPS, followed by a

comparison to previous work.2 Static Single AssignmentSSA is an imperative form in which there is ex-actly one assignment for every variable and thatassignment dominates all uses of the variable (see[4] for a good overview of SSA).To make the control-ow graph explicit, controlow is expressed entirely in terms of if and goto.We allow expressions in some nonstandard places,for example as the arguments to the �-functions;removing these only requires introducing a fewadditional assignment statements. The syntax ofexpressions does not matter and is left unspeci-�ed, with the restriction that they may not con-tain procedure calls (and they typically don't inSSA languages).The grammar for a procedure in our SSA lan-guage is:P ::= proc(x*) f B L* gL ::= l : I* BI ::= x  �(E*);B ::= x  E; B j x  E(E*); B jgoto li; jreturn E; j return E(E*); jif E then B else BE ::= x j E+ Ej : : :where x 2 variablesl 2 labelsThe semantics is the `obvious' one.  is as-signment, E(E, : : : ) is a procedure call, andreturn returns from the current procedure. The�-functions at the beginning of a block each takeone argument for each of the goto's that jump tothat block. The i'th argument is returned whencontrol reaches the block from goto li.Cytron et al. [4] describe a translation al-gorithm that e�ciently converts programs intoSSA while introducing the minimum number of�-functions.2



Because every variable has a unique assign-ment, de�nition$use chains are trivial to com-pute. Many analyses and optimizations are sim-pler when applied to a program in SSA form thanto the original source program.Below is an example SSA procedure that countsthe number of times zero appears in the sequencef(0) : : : f(limit-1) for some function f and in-teger limit. Note that some of the computationoccurs in the �-functions. In particular the sec-ond if makes sense only in the context of the�-function for c0 at label j. We will be using thisexample throughout the paper.proc (f limit) fgoto l0;l:i  �(0, i+1);c  �(0, c0);if i = limit thenreturn c;elsex  f(i);if x = 0 thengoto j0;elsegoto j1; gj:c0  �(c+1, c);goto l1; g3 Annotated CPSIn continuation passing style procedures do notreturn. Instead they are passed an additional ar-gument, a continuation, which is applied to theprocedure's return value (see chapter 8 of [5] fora full discussion).The correspondence between CPS and SSA re-quires a slightly modi�ed algorithm for convertingprograms into CPS. The modi�ed algorithm an-notates the � forms in the CPS code to show howthey are used. The annotations have no semanticcontent and, if not introduced by the CPS algo-rithm, could be added to the program via some

suitable analysis (assuming the CPS program isin a suitable form; see section 6 below).Our source language is a subset of Scheme [3],with the subset chosen as a compromise betweensimplicity and realism. For simplicity we will as-sume that the source and CPS languages use thesame expressions as in the SSA language of theprevious section. In the context of Scheme pro-grams we will refer to the equivalents of the SSAexpressions as trivial expressions, to keep fromconfusing them with other Scheme expressions.As described above, the main restriction on (triv-ial) expressions is that they cannot contain pro-cedure calls.To simplify the CPS algorithm the source lan-guage is restricted to allow non-trivial expressionsonly in tail position or as the bound value in alet. In an actual compiler the source programcould be put in this form either by a pre-pass oras part of a more complex CPS algorithm. Wealso assume that every identi�er is unique.A loop expression is a version of Scheme'snamed-let with the restriction that calls to thelabel may only occur in tail position. It is in-cluded to show how iterative constructs, such asfor and while loops, may be converted into CPS.The grammar for this Scheme subset is:M ::= E j (E E*) j (if E M M) j(let ((x M)) M) j(loop l ((x E)*) M) j(l E*)E ::= x j (+ E E) j : : :P ::= (� (x*) M)where x 2 variablesl 2 labelsThe semantics of the source language is thatof Scheme. This subset is su�cient to implementmost of Scheme, with explicit cells added for anyvariables that are the targets of set! expressionsin the source program.As was done in the Rabbit compiler [12] our3



F : M � C ! M0F([[E, k]]) = (k E)F([[E, (�cont(x) M0)]]) = (let ((x E)) M0)F([[(E : : : ), C]]) = (let ((v (E : : : ))) (j v)) if C = j and j is bound by letrec= (E : : : C) otherwiseF([[(let ((x M1)) M2), C]]) = F([[M1, (�cont(x) F([[M2, C]]))]])F([[(if E M1 M2), k ]]) = (if E F([[M1, k]]) F([[M2, k]]))F([[(if E M1 M2), (�cont(x) M0)]]) =(letrec ((j (�jump (j) M0))) (if E F([[M1, j]]) F([[M2, j]]))) where j is newF([[(loop l ((x Einitial) : : : )M), C]]) =(letrec ((l (�jump (x : : : ) F([[M, C]])))) (l Einitial : : : ))F([[(l E : : : ), C]]) = (l E : : : )V : P ! P0V([[(�(x : : : ) M)]]) = (�proc (x : : : k) F([[M, k]]))Figure 1: Conversion to CPSconversion to CPS will treat trivial expressions asvalues and not introduce continuations for them.In the CPS grammar all �'s are annotated asbeing either proc, cont, or jump. The annotationsindicate how the �'s are used, and, equivalently,how they can be compiled.Proc is used as the translation of the � formsin the source program. These are full proceduresthat eventually return a value and for this reasontake a continuation as an argument. The contand jump forms are continuations that are usedin slightly di�erent ways. The cont continuationsare return points for calls to proc's. Jump indi-cates that the continuation is called within thecurrent procedure instead of being passed to an-other one. The CPS algorithm introduces �jumpcontinuations when the two arms of a conditionalhave to rejoin at a common point and for the bod-ies of loop's.In terms of compilation strategy, cont �'s are re-turn points, jump's can be compiled as gotos, andproc's require a complete procedure-call mecha-nism.

The grammar for the CPS language is as fol-lows:M0 ::= (E E* C) j(k E*) j(if E M0 M0) j(let ((x E)) M0) j(letrec ((x P0)*) M0)C ::= k j (�cont(x) M0)E ::= x j (+ E E) j : : :P0 ::= (�proc (x* k) M0)j(�jump (x*) M0)where x,k 2 variablesThe semantics is the obvious call-by-value se-mantics. The annotated �'s are all just �, let issyntactic sugar for �, and so on.The identi�ers x and k used in the grammarare members of the same syntactic class. Mak-ing them syntactically distinct, as is sometimesdone [8], restricts how continuations are used andmakes CPS and SSA entirely equivalent (see Sec-tion 6).The function F de�ned in Figure 1 translates4



(�proc (f limit k)(letrec ((l (�jump (i c)(if (= i limit)(k c)(f i (�cont (x)(letrec ((j (�jump (c0)(l (+ i 1) c0))))(if (= x 0)(j (+ c 1))(j c)))))))))(l 0 0))) Figure 2: Example program in CPSsource expressions M to CPS expressions M0. Ittakes a continuation C, which is either an identi-�er or a �cont , as its second argument.F has two rules for applications. The �rst ruleis used when the continuation argument is anidenti�er bound by a letrec in the rule for ifand ensures that all uses of such identi�ers arecalled directly. The second is used in all othercases. For let a new continuation is created forthe value. Identi�er continuations are propagatedthrough if's; to avoid code expansion � continu-ations (as opposed to continuations that are justan identi�er) are marked as jump and bound toan identi�er. Loop is translated into a recursivecontinuation. The loop begins by calling the con-tinuation on the initial values of the iterative vari-ables. Calls to the loop's label become calls to therecursive continuation, ignoring the current con-tinuation.As we are not interested in interproceduralanalysis we will treat each �proc as a separate pro-gram (here we depend on the assumption that ex-plicit environments have been introduced to takecare of lexical scoping for any nested �proc 's). Be-cause they are called at the point they are created,�cont 's can be considered as inlined procedures.The call sites of �jump 's are easily found: the�jump 's only occur as the bound value in letrec's.

Furthermore, all references to the variables towhich the �jump 's are bound are calls to thosevariables.The following is the sample SSA procedure fromabove written in the source language for the CPStransformation:(� (f limit)(loop l ((i 0) (c 0))(if (= i limit)c(let ((x (f i)))(let ((c0 (if (= x 0)(+ c 1)c)))(l (+ i 1) c0))))))Figure 2 presents the CPS version of the sameprocedure. A �cont is introduced as the continu-ation for the call to f and �jump 's are used as thejoin point for the if and for the loop.4 Converting CPS to SSAIn this section we de�ne a syntactic translationthat converts CPS procedures into SSA proce-dures.The function G in Figure 3 translates non-trivial CPS expressions to SSA statements. The5



G : M0 ! BG([[(let ((x E)) M0)]]) = x  E; G([[M0]])G([[(E : : : (�cont (x) M0))]]) = x  E( : : : ); G([[M0]])G([[(E : : : k)]]) = return E(: : : );G([[(k E)]]) = return E;G([[(j E0;i E1;i : : : )]]) = goto ji;G([[(if E M01 M02)]]) = if E then G([[M01]]) else G([[M02]])G([[(letrec ( : : : ) M0)]]) = G([[M0]])Gproc : P0 ! PGproc([[(�proc (x : : : ) M0)]]) = proc(x : : : k)f G([[M0]]) Gjump([[(�jump : : : )]]) : : : gGjump : j � (�jump (x : : : ) M0) ! LGjump([[j, (�jump (x : : : ) M0)]]) = j : x  �(E0;0, E0;1, : : : ); : : : G([[M0]]))Figure 3: Translation of CPS to SSA. The Ei;j on the right-hand side of the de�nition of Gjump arethose from the left-hand side of the de�nition of G([[(j : : : )]]).simple binding forms, let and �cont , become as-signments. If is essentially the same in both syn-taxes. Uses of a �proc 's continuation variable be-come return's while calls to letrec-bound con-tinuation variables are translated as gotos.The �jump 's in the program are ignored whenfound by G. Each �jump is instead lifted up to be-come a labeled block in the SSA procedure. Thearguments to the �jump 's, which are also ignoredby G, become the arguments to the �-functionthat de�nes the value of the corresponding vari-able in the SSA program. In the de�nition ofGjump , E0;1 is the �rst argument to the secondcall (in some arbitrary ordering) to j, the vari-able bound to (�jump (x : : : ) M0). That call istranslated as goto j1.The translated program is syntactically correct,and it obeys the SSA restriction that there isexactly one assignment per variable (since eachvariable is bound exactly once in the CPS pro-gram). Variables in the translated program areassigned the values of the same expressions theywere bound to in the CPS program, and evalua-tion order is preserved, so the two programs pro-duce identical results.Applying Gproc to the CPS example produces

the original SSA example from above.5 Converting SSA to CPSWe would like to produce an inverse of G to con-vert SSA programs to CPS. The function H inFigure 4, produced by a simple editing of the def-inition of G, is almost an inverse of G. The di�-culty is the rule for the letrec's that bind �jump 's.In translating �jump 's to labeled blocks G ignorestheir position in the CPS program. Translating alabeled block back into a �jump is straightforward,but we need to bind the �jump with a letrecsomewhere in the newly created CPS program.The �jump 's need to be placed such that no vari-able is referred to outside the form that binds it.Our placement algorithm uses the dominatortree of the SSA program. Statement M0 is saidto dominate M1 if M0 appears in every executionpath between the start of the program and M1. IfM2 also dominates M1 then either M2 dominatesM0 or vice versa. The dominator relation thusorganizes a program's statements into a tree. Theimmediate dominator of M is M's parent in thedominator tree.Given a labeled block, J : I* B, in the SSA6



H : B ! M0H([[x  E; B]]) = (let ((x E)) H([[B]]))H([[x  E( : : : ); B]]) = (E : : : (�cont (x) H([[B]])))H([[if E then B1 else B2]]) = (if E H([[B1]]) H([[B2]]))H([[return E(: : : );]]) = (E : : : k)H([[return E;]]) = (k E)H([[goto ji;]]) = (j E0;i E1;i : : : )Hproc : P ! P0Hproc([[proc(x : : : k)fB L*g]]) = (�proc (x : : : ) G([[B]]))Hjump : L ! (�jump (x : : : ) M0)Hjump([[j : x  �(E0;0, E0;1, : : : ); : : : B]]) = (�jump (x : : : ) H([[B]]))Figure 4: Translation of SSA to CPS. The Ei;j on the right-hand side of the de�nition of H([[goto Ji;]])are those from the left-hand side of the de�nition of Hjump .program, with M the immediate dominator of I*B, we will replace H([[M]]) with(letrec ((j Hjump([[I* B]]))) H([[M]]))in the CPS procedure. If two or more labels havethe same immediate dominator their �jump 's areplaced in a single letrec.Theorem: all uses of variables in the CPS pro-gram produced by H are properly in scope.Proof: We know that every use of a variable inthe SSA program is dominated by the variable'sassignment statement. Assignment statements inthe SSA program correspond to binding forms inthe CPS program. By inspection H preserves thedominator tree, so it is su�cient to show thatevery statement in the CPS program is lexicallyinferior to its immediate dominator, and thus toall its dominators, including the binding forms forany referenced variables.Again inspecting the de�nition of H, we cansee that when the M0 produced by H is the bodyof either a LET, a �proc , or a �cont , or if it is ei-ther arm of an if, then it is lexically inferior toits immediate dominator. The remaining possiblelocation for an M0 is as the body of a �jump , andeach �jump is by construction lexically inferior tothe dominators of its immediate dominator. Thiswould lead to a problem if the immediate domina-

tor were a binding form, but this cannot happen.If (let ((x E)) M0) or (E : : : (�cont (x) M0))dominates a �jump , then M0 does as well.The arguments to the �-functions are alsoplaced so as to be lexically inferior to their dom-inators. QED.Using H to convert the original SSA exampleto CPS produces a program identical to the CPSprogram shown in Figure 2.6 Why CPS and SSA Are NotIdenticalThe function G cannot be applied to all CPS pro-grams. It depends on the �'s being correctly an-notated, which in turn depends on continuationsbeing used in a somewhat restricted fashion. Ifnon-local returns, such as longjumps in C or call-with-current-continuation in Scheme, are trans-lated into uses of continuations in the CPS pro-gram there is no way to label the continuations soused. They are neither simply passed as a proce-dure's continuation, nor are all of their calls tail-recursive calls within the procedure in which theywere created, so neither �cont or �jump is appro-priate. A fourth annotation could be introduced7



(�proc (f limit k)(letrec ((l (�proc (i c k0)(if (= i limit)(k0 c)(f i (�cont (x)(letrec ((j (�jump (c0)(l (+ i 1) c0 k0))))(if (= x 0)(j (+ c 1))(j c)))))))))(l 0 0 k)))Figure 5: Example program using Scheme's named-let translated into CPS.for continuations that are created in one proce-dure and called in another. There would still beno direct way to represent the program in SSA.7 Compiling Imperative Pro-gramsWe have shown that programs can be translatedinto CPS and from there to SSA programs bya series of syntactic transformations. Producingan SSA program normally requires ow-analysis,as the program directly expresses use$de�nitionchaining. Where is the ow information in theCPS program coming from?The source program for the CPS transforma-tion is a functional program, and as such con-tained the required ow information. If we hadstarted with an imperative program, meaning oneusing set! to modify the values of variables,translation into our CPS source language wouldhave required adding explicit cells to hold the val-ues of all variables that were the targets of set!expressions. The �jump 's in the resulting CPS pro-gram would take no arguments and there wouldbe no �-functions in the corresponding SSA pro-gram, only a lot of stores and fetches. Transform-ing such a program into a more useful form wouldrequire doing some ow-analysis, similar to thatdone in translating imperative programs to SSA.

8 Compiling (Mostly) Func-tional ProgramsFor programs that do not side-a�ect the valuesof variables, viewing CPS procedures as SSA pro-cedures shows that CPS nicely reects intrapro-cedural de�nition$use associations without anyneed for ow analysis. There is still a problem.Programs written in languages such as ML andScheme tend to have few side-a�ected variables,making dataow visible as discussed above. Thedi�culty is that these same languages use recur-sion to express iteration. They do not use itera-tive constructs like loop in the CPS source lan-guage used above. So while we get intraprocedu-ral ow information more or less for free, what wereally want is interprocedural information.Interprocedural analysis is di�cult, but we caninstead take the approach of increasing the size ofthe procedures. The idea is to �nd a set of proce-dures all of which are always called with the samecontinuation, and then to substitute that contin-uation for the procedures' continuation variables.The procedures are then themselves continuationsnested within a single large procedure, removingany need for interprocedural information.More precisely, given a set procedures P0 : : :Pnbound by one or more letrec forms to identi�ersf0 : : : fn and a continuation C such that every useof fi is either a tail-recursive call from within Pj or8



a non-tail-recursive call being passed continuationC, we can perform the following transformation.Let Pi = (�proc (: : : ki)Mi). If C is (�cont : : : ),let j be a new identi�er; if C is an identi�er, let jbe that identi�er.1. Replace all references to the ki with j andremove them from the variable lists of thePi, changing the Pi from �proc 's to �jump 's.2. Remove the continuation from all calls to thefi.3. Let M be the smallest form containing everynon-tail-recursive call to the fi. Replace Mwith (letrec (: : : ) M) where (: : : ) binds jto C if C = (�cont : : : ) and also binds fi toPi for every fi whose original binding form islexically apparent at M.Because we restricted ourselves to having the fibe bound by letrec and being called directly (asopposed to being passed to another procedure andthen being called, for example), this is a purelysyntactic transformation. More sophisticated ver-sions are clearly possible. The simple syntacticversion presented here applies to many commonuses of recursive procedures.If our CPS source program used Scheme'snamed-let syntax instead of the restricted loopversion used above, applying G to it would pro-duce the program shown in Figure 5. The recur-sive procedure is now a full procedure. Applyingthe above transformation to this program, withP0 = (�proc (i c k0) : : : ) and C = j = l, pro-duces the procedure shown in Figure 2.We need to show that the transformation iscorrect and preserves the map to SSA. Substitut-ing the value C (or an identi�er bound to C) forthe variables ki is safe, because the ki are alwaysbound to that value. Scoping is preserved, be-cause any free identi�ers in C are in scope at M,otherwise they would be out of scope at some oc-currence of C in the original program. Movingthe Pi to a lexically inferior form also preserves

scoping, and all uses of the fi are at or below theinserted letrec that now binds them.The function G can be applied to the trans-formed program to produce an equivalent SSAversion. We have created more �jump 's, but theyobey the same restrictions as the ones createdby the CPS algorithm: the �jump 's are bound byletrec, all uses of the variables to which they arebound are tail calls, and the bindings and uses alllie within a single �proc (because any outlying Piwere moved in step 3 of the transformation).9 Related Work and Conclu-sionThe similarity between CPS and SSA has beennoted by others. Appel [1] and O'Donnell [9]both briey describe the relationship between �-functions and parameters to procedures whosecall sites are known. Here we have shown that thecorrespondence is exact, and, more importantly,goes both ways. The main di�erence between aCPS procedure and an SSA procedure is the syn-tax. Compiler writers can use a single represen-tation and take advantage of both the work onintraprocedural optimizations that has been doneusing SSA and the work on interprocedural opti-mizations done using CPS.The other contribution of this paper is that thecorrespondence can be made to be useful. As longas procedures are too small to contain loops, con-sidering them as SSA procedures does not helpmuch. We have shown how to merge looping pro-cedures together such that the result can treatedas a single procedure (a restricted and somewhatmore complex version of this transformation ismentioned in two of our earlier papers, [6, 7], butwithout any discussion of the implications for pro-gram analysis). Without this transformation ana-lyzing loops that are expressed as recursive proce-dures requires interprocedural analysis, as in [11],and in this case using CPS may be more di�cultthan necessary [10].9
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